
SERMON SERIES 

DISCUSSION GUIDE

WEEK 2

ICEBREAKER:  

“If” can be a powerful word. Here are five “if” questions to get to know something new about one 
another. Ask the first question, and have everyone in your group give a one sentence response. 
Move on to the second question, and so on. The idea is quick, rapid-succession responses. 


1. If someone gave you $10,000, what would you spend it on?

2. If you could talk to anyone in the world right now, who would it be (present company excluded)?

3. If you could go anywhere in the world, where would you go?

4. If you could learn any skill, what would it be?

5. If you sat down next to Jesus on a bus, what would you talk about?


BIG IDEA:

This week’s rhythm for resilient faith is prayer.

Jesus’ teaching in the Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 5-7) remind us that prayer is not an audition 
or a competition. Prayer is relational: an expression of our need for God, an encounter with God, 
and an experience of God’s presence and grace. Jesus’ life was organized around prayer (both set 
hours of prayer and extemporaneous prayer). A rhythm of prayer allows our lives to be shaped and 
formed by our relationship to God, not the demands of our schedule. 

Today’s big idea: Prayer is a rhythm of conversation and relationship with the Living God. 

As you begin this week’s study, start with prayer, inviting God to work in your hearts and minds 
during this time.

DAILY BIBLE READING (Optional): 

We offer a daily Bible reading plan to help prepare us for the weekend message (sign-up to get 
these readings/devotions in your inbox each morning at www.findcommunity.com/biblereading).

Take a moment to reflect on the readings from the week (Ex. 33:12-23; Ps. 55; Mt. 6:5-13; Eph. 
6:18-20; 1 Thess. 5:16-24). Was there a specific reading that was particularly helpful, challenging, 
or encouraging?  What struck you from this week’s readings?  

SCRIPTURE: Matthew 6:5-13; 1 Thessalonians 6:16-18.


BIBLE DISCUSSION: 
1. Read Matthew 6:5-8. What does Jesus emphasize here about God’s character (His actions and 
His attributes)? How does this free us to pray differently than the “hypocrites” and “pagans”?

http://www.findcommunity.com/biblereading
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2. Read Matthew 6:9-13.  What themes or topics do you notice in Jesus’ prayer?


3. Put yourself in the shoes of someone hearing this prayer for the first time. Which part of Jesus’ 
prayer seems surprising or shocking? Which part of the prayer is the most reassuring or 
comforting?


LIFE APPLICATION: 
4. Jesus’ audience may have found it hard to pray because they compared themselves to the over-
the-top prayers of the culture (see vv. 5-8). What are some reasons that you find it hard to pray?  


5. Jesus’ prayer is both a model (what to pray) and a map (how to pray); it provides guidance 
about the content of our prayers and the heart of our prayers. How might Jesus’ prayer here 
inspire and inform your prayer life? Do you usually need more help with the “what” or the “how” in 
prayer? 


6. Read 1 Thessalonians 6:16-18. “Pray continually,” Paul admonishes the church. This is a call to 
become aware of nearness of God even in the common business of life: e.g. washing the dishes, 
helping the kids, or filling out reports for work. How could this kind of awareness of God’s every-
day, every-moment presence transform the “common” moments of your day? 


CHALLENGE: 
As you step further into the rhythm of prayer, take a step towards praying continually. Try this for 
five days in a row: pray when you first wake up - and then every hour on the hour throughout your 
day (hint: set an alarm). This prayer rhythm can help us become more aware of God’s presence - 
and help us lean into His heart, His grace, and His mission!

A couple of ideas:
> Memorize the Lord’s Prayer (Mt. 6:9-13), and repeat it when the alarm goes off.
> What something shorter? Memorize the “Jesus Prayer” - and use it to begin your prayer each 
hour: “Lord Jesus Christ, have mercy on me, a sinner” (adapted from Luke 18:13-14).
> Kids in the house? Make this a moment of celebration: cheer wildly when the alarm goes off to 
pray (perhaps paired with an hourly dance-break?), let the kids take turns with whatever they can 
manage (praying, reading, etc.), or ________ (fill in the blank with whatever will make this rhythm 
fun and engaging for your kids).

PRAY:  Close in a time of prayer. Share prayer requests - and pray for one another.


